**Boost™ FT**

**PRODUCT DESCRIPTION**

*Boost™ FT* is a water activated, EPA-registered solid floor sanitizer designed to help improve environmental sanitation on processing floors during production where wet conditions favor microorganism growth.

**BENEFITS**

**Saves Money**
- Concentrated powdered product.

**Promotes Quality Assurance**
- Water-activated formulation helps prevent the growth of microorganisms in wet conditions during production.
- Enhances food safety when used in a total Ecolab product and services program, with kill against pathogenic organisms. See directions for use on the product label for a list of organisms.
- Floor sanitizing helps reduce risk of cross-contamination by foot traffic moving from one processing area to another.

**Convenient and Easy to Use**
- Low dust formulation permits broadcast application.
- Readily rinses away into floor drains.